Tony Durso Testimonials

I was recently interviewed by Tony
DUrso on Revenue Chat and found him
to be extremely professional and
passionate as he was generally
interested in myself, my journey and
success in my Martial Arts teaching and
Motivational Speaking business. Before
the interview I listened to many of Tony's
interviews and found he had the same
interest and passion in his interviewing
style which really motivates the speaker
as well. I found Revenue Chat as a show
extremely informative and educational, I
have learned so much from the amazing
guests Tony has interviewed. I highly
recommend Tony DUrso and Revenue
Chat to people from all walks of life.
- John Gill, 15x World Self-Defense
Champion

Tony is by far the most insightful and
rationale host in the business. His
interview style is easy but substantive.
He welcomes and engages his audience
and guests. He has vast knowledge that
he displays with humility. What a
pleasure.
- Dr. Christopher Metzler, Senior Fellow
at Thomas Jeﬀerson University

Having been on your show with Bonnie
on two separate occasions, we can
testify that you are a thoughtful
interviewer with a great ability to
summarize and communicate the
principles behind what is being said. it is
your podcast we choose to send to our
prospects. Thanks for doing a great job
for your followers and your guests.
- Michael Houlihan and Bonnie Harvey,
Founders of Barefoot Wine

Tony is a great interviewer and easily
engages with his guests. He allows his
guests freedom to talk about their
passion. Tony has no agenda other than
to highlight the work of inspirational
people.
- Douglas Noll: Author, Mediator &
Peacemaker

Tony is providing such value with his
show, which every entrepreneur can
benefit from. I have listened to and been
interviewed on many podcasts, but
Tony’s show has so far been my favorite
as he delivers great value with tips, and
strategies. Definitely a great show to
subscribe to!
- Kay Sanders, The Jump Start Coach

Tony DUrso is an engaging and selfstyled entrepreneur who is not only
adept at developing creative and
outside-the-box ways to bring in
revenue, he brings a host of other
experts to the show who enjoy doing the
same! If you truly enjoy listening to
people chat about business in clever, fun
and innovative ways, you won’t want to
miss Tony DUrso on Revenue Chat
Radio. - Maura Sweeney, Ambassador of
Happiness@

With the economy how it is, Revenue
Chat is a must-listen podcast for me.
Tony and his guests always have
awesome strategies to share so that you
can bring in the revenue necessary to
grow your business.
- Jim Palmer, Dream Business Academy,
Coaching & Mastermind

Really love the way Tony brings unique
and diverse guests to his show, covering
many important topics and interesting,
practical knowledge. Thanks Tony.
Awesome Job.
- Cynthia Mazzaferro, International
Empowerment Speaker

Tony conducted one of the most insightful
interviews I have ever experienced. I was
delighted to be a guest as he made sure
his listeners were going to witness an
informative and lively show. He clearly did
his homework as he proposed a number
of questions that allowed for great
discourse on the subject of business
aviation and how it serves as a time
machine. Having now listened to a couple
other interviews he has conducted I can
say he truly does try to get to know his
guest and bring out the best in them for
his audience.
- Janine Iannarelli, President Par Avion

I enjoy this series because you gain
insight into how the expert being
interviewed thinks and what shaped
their perspective and career. Sometimes
success is more than just learning how
to do something, it is about how great
people were created and where their
views came from and it’s good to hear
that communicated in the show.
- David Giannetto, Author, Technology
Executive & Speaker

He asks wonderfully probing questions
while staying friendly and sympathetic…
adds a fresh perspective. Especially
enjoyed the segment on artificial
intelligence and self-driving cars, and
appreciated that it was not just a puﬀ
piece but asked hard questions about
how this technology could not only solve
problems but create them.
- Shel Horowitz, Transformpreneur

Tony S. DUrso you have one of the
fastest growing shows not just on the
Influencers Channel but for the entire
VoiceAmerica Network!!!
Tony consistently delivers a show that
keeps listeners listening, and it shows
in how his audience grows show after
show. He's the Best of the Best.
- Jeﬀ Spenard, CEO VoiceAmerica

Tony did an excellent job of highlighting
the ways that I benefit my clients by
helping them identify the business
ownership opportunities that best fit
their goals. I would recommend any of
Tony DUrso’s Recent Chat episodes. He
does an excellent job of choosing guests
that have relevant information to share.
In addition, he is a master at highlighting
the most interesting points that a
listener wants to know.
- Randy Ingargiola, Business Ownership
and Franchise Coach

Revenue Chat is a great source and
knowledgeable hub to find out about
certain areas of interest straight from
people who have experience in them.
With a huge array of diﬀerent topics,
everyone should find something that
they like.
- Brian E Neal, Acrobat & Film Star

As an entrepreneur, this show provides
a ton of value for my online business.
Tony does a phenomenal job hosting
and asking very insightful questions to
A-listers and celebrities. One of my
favorite shows is with Kevin Harrington
—the original Shark on the show Shark
Tank! This is a must listen for real
business and insight into the world’s
best influencer.
- Musa Elmaghrabi, Legendary Fitness

Love the show! Thanks for sharing Tony!
Tony’s interview style is open and
insightful and the guests are packed
with great information!
- Kelly Robbins, Fresh Tracks with Kelly

I love Tony’s broad focus on business for
so many windows. I greatly enjoyed
talking. Did not feel like an interview but
a conversation. He is deeply interested
in those he talks with and it makes it a
very interesting engagement and good
listen.
- Carol Sanford, Carol Sanford Institute

Contracts are one of the most
important “bases” to cover in your
business! Your interview helped drive
home the importance of having a
person experienced with contracts
review the whole document. This
understanding helps the relationship
stay harmonious.
- Yolanda Tucker, Contract Consulting

Tony’s variety of business professionals
and the information they share during
podcasts is definitely a MUST for any
business owner or entrepreneur. It was a
pleasure to participate and be a guest on
Revenue Chat Radio and it’s great to be
a new subscriber as well!
-Tim Wesley, Deep Equity

Tony DUrso is an excellent host and
brings a tremendous variety of guests on
his show. Each episode is inspiring and
informative in the structure of the
interaction as well as the information
shared. Thought-provoking (and
diﬀerent) questions on each show, based
on the guest's expertise. Highly
recommended!
- Meredith Bell, Strong For Performance

I've listened to Tony for quite some time
and love the tactics that he provides
based on his experiences and
concepts. I look forward to hearing
more...great show!
- Dr. Matthew Gonzalez, EntHead

Tony DUrso’s Revenue Chat is filled with
tactics and inspiration for entrepreneurs.
Tony is such an inquisitive and engaging
host, and he selects top guests from all
industries and backgrounds to create a
truly enriching experience. Five stars!
- Cloris Kylie, Speaker, trainer, author.

I think Tony does a great service to all
his listeners. He covers interesting
topics, asks insightful questions and
helps us all do a little better with our
lives.
- Leslie Pappas, Archer Investors

I really enjoyed my time speaking with
Tony about all things small business
and I found myself gaining as much
insight as I was hoping to give! After
discovering Tony from being on his
show, I downloaded the rest of the
episodes and have found myself
engrossed in getting through all the
great tips, advice and practical tactics
he elicits from his varied and
experienced guests. Overall one of my
favorite business podcasts and a
regular source of inspiration for my
ongoing journey as an entrepreneur—
thanks Tony!
- Matt Remuzzi, Cap Forge Inc.

Tony brings the heat week in and week
out. This isn't MBA classroom case
studies, you get real world advice from
entrepreneurs about business leaders
who have been there, done that, and
have the scars to prove it!
- Terry Lancaster, Get Ya Some Radio

Fantastic podcast. Always great
direction in an area which can make or
break our fragile reality. Thanks for all
the work you do for our community,
Tony.
- Brian MacMahon, Expert DOJO

Tony is a great host and has amazing
guest speakers who bring valuable
content to those looking to start or
grow their business.
- Sandra Fidelis, The Consistent CashFlow Formula

I found this discussion very helpful:
Andreas uses his military experience and
other great examples to present these
four things. In particular, I agree with the
statement: A good strategy run by a bad
leader will fail!
- Steve Garchow, Strategy In Preventing
Bad Business Decisions

Enjoy listening to the diﬀerent
perspectives on Tony's show. I always
learn something new and interesting.
- Debra Ruh, Ruh Global

I don't spend a lot of time with business
podcasts as there's simply a lot of
noise out there--but when you find an
interviewer like Tony DUrso who
consistently gets great insights out of
great guests, it's well worth the time.
-Ajay Kori, Co-Founder Urban Stems

I was blessed to be on Tony's show and I
had a blast. He is really dedicated to
helping others succeed and he
demonstrates a compassion like no
other. SUBSCRIBE!! It's worth every
second!
- Rustie MacDonald, Author, Speaker &
Advocate

Great interview on Revenue Chat with
Tony! He kept the flow going well and I
enjoyed the energy.
- Mike Saunders, Marketing Huddle

I have never heard a less than excellent
broadcast from Tony DUrso. His guests
and topics are always rewarding and
interesting.--Jay Baer's session on
management and marketing techniques
was no diﬀerent.--His unique and
informative take gives me some new
ideas (and I've been at management
and marketing for over 50 years).
-Bill Morgenstein, Crazy Life of a Kid
From Brooklyn

